Beloved and Esteemed Members of this Alliance, Dear Human Brothers and Sisters,
Jewels of the Crown, I Aspire to Give you My Encouragement, My Strength and Energy
today to Electrify you all into the Full Feeling of the Immensity of the Work which you
are now moving very quickly into.
Oh, Beloved Ones of the Light, you have heard so often why there is the need of your
Call to the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence in Order to Give Us the Privilege of Releasing the
Power and Amplifying your earnest and sincere efforts to go forth and do the Work
required in the World, the outer as well as the mental and feeling world of mankind.
Your Calls are showing Their Activity throughout the Earth, and now it begins its
Expansion into the Outer Worlds far beyond anything you could ever imagine.
Although this is very admirable and one should not curb the Purity of such Intentions,
it is also very wise, to not take action that has not been Fully Qualified on All Levels of
Existence. For unless this is done, and all potentialities are considered, then one
could fall into the trap of that which Beloved Lord Metatron has recently brought to
your awareness’. He said in His last Discourse; ‘Organismal, Community and
Ecological Study -Structural Living Light Integrity – Lord Metatron 8th July 2019’.
“Before I begin, I do need to give you something to think about, that will hopefully help
you avoid the pitfalls of human consciousness, as it would, try to find a cognizant way
of putting all these activities into any Circle of Synthesis that expands beyond any
single Expression of a Living Organism.
“It is True that any human being upon the conscious Path of Ascension does not seek
knowledge, either by study or meditation, simply for the sake of knowing. He or she
realizes their place in the Whole, and strives forward one-pointedly, seeking only that
knowledge which concerns itself with their own particular Field of Service. They seek
only that which they can put into immediate use. This takes a lot of discernment and
discrimination and often sacrifice, for there are many who read and study everything
they can get their hands on with no clear purpose as to what they are doing and why.
“Needless to say, if a one-pointed focus is followed then it will cut out of one’s life
much in the way of non-essentials. Intuitive Recognition then must also have become
a part of the Seeker’s equipment, for it is extremely important in right interpretation.
Any Truth, regardless of the Purity of its Source, is coloured by the State of
Consciousness through which it passes; therefore the Seeker must first see to his or her

own mental, emotional and physical aura. What type and quality of Thought-form
does he or she usually entertain? What does he or she consider as being Absolute
Truth? What habit patterns of thought tend to distort Truth as it passes through
them?
“Masters, could you but realize that all Truth is Simple? The mental body of most
persons is so filled with complex patterns of thought that Truth, to reach the brain
consciousness, loses its meaning as it passes through the maze of the individual’s
thinking processes.
“All Truth loses some of Itself when clothed in words, but if properly understood as an
Abstraction, before being clothed in Concrete Mind Substance, its reality will underlie
the form. The form will be seen to contain depth, and the inner meaning will be
intuited from within that depth. In order to accomplish facility in bringing down a
concept or idea from Abstract Levels to Concrete Levels, one must first rightly interpret
the Abstraction. One must understand it in its Abstract Sense, and this depends upon
Right Alignment.” End Excerpt
The Greatest Privilege that is being offered here within such Councils of Light is the
opportunities given, to look at all situations, all circumstances, all positive and
negative potentials and how the consequences of any action, no matter how Pure the
Intentions, would play out! This is the aim of any Christ Council Formation to come
together to discuss and deliberate upon the subject matters that need such course of
action. So this is why We are so inspired, stimulated and fervently Focused upon this
Elemental Grace Alliance Council. For from its inauguration nothing has been
activated unless the Full ramifications, understandings and potentialities have been
first Evaluated Appraised and Agreed upon within a High Council of Unity
Consciousness of Symbiosis or a Group Synthesis.
For this We are very Grateful!
So for all the wonderful expressions to find an agreement to look at this removal of all
Radio Activity of the many forms it shall take, I wish today to place a focus here that
has yet to be acknowledged, that of the Need for Radiation within the Human
Evolutionary Divine Plan. For while Nuclear Radiation is frowned upon in many ways,
due to its misuse and misaligned intentions, it does have a positive part to play herein.
Atomic Energy constitutes an Order or a level, however you would define it, of Devic
Life. All Devic Life is under the direction of God Consciousness. The bodies, for
instance, of all those who have taken the Fifth Initiation and above, are Atomic in

Nature. The effects of Atomic Radiation upon the Human Race, while in many
instances will appear to be of a derogatory or harmful nature, nevertheless, are
producing changes in the form aspect of itself, and in this sense this activity
constitutes part of the Divine Plan for humanity. Unfortunately, it is working out
through misuse in today’s manufacturing and industrialized applications.
From a Galactic perspective, Stars are not the only source of Elements beyond Atomic
Structure. Stellar Radiation and Cosmic Ray bombardment produce chemical and
physical reactions. These Radiations may affect Members of any Planetary Family by
generating Complex Organic Molecules from simple inorganic substances, giving rise
to a vast variety of Intelligences. In cases where Earth Life has Evolved sufficiently,
Radiation is necessary for the process of photosynthesis, from which All Higher Forms
of physical life derive their Energy.
It is at this point that Life Intelligence must decide if it has the ability to become
Identified with a Higher Evolutionary Star Seed Intelligence, such as the Adam/Lilith
Kadmon Human Race within any neighbouring Star Systems and join in CoParticipation as a New Member of a Galactic Family. If it does this, it proceeds from
its Parent Star, in this case the Great Central Sun of Alpha and Omega, to a Secondary
Star, Our Solar Sun, Helios and Vesta, and into a Pluralistic Form of Galactic Creation
of many Suns within this Milky Way System of Worlds; if it does not mutate into
multidimensional Star Directions, its Evolutionary Path simply is dissolved.
This Integration of such Atomic Radiation, that are called photons, allows for an
electromagnetic null zone that permits a new Genetic Mapping to take place.
Simultaneously, this entire Re-Organization of a Human Race takes place through
many combinations of Energy Waves of Light and Sound. As these Waves of Photonic
Light Patterns and Harmonics are converted into the next wavelengths, the next
Ordering of Evolution is sustained by Electromagnetic Radiation allowing molecular
and cellular change to occur through transformation, transmutation and
metamorphosis. Thus, in the interfacing of two Evolutionary Structures the ‘capstone’
of Higher Intelligence (which contains the thought program) interfacing with the
‘cornerstone’ (where the activity is centred) of a given Star Intelligence (Adam/Lilith
Kadmon Blueprint) being reprogrammed, allowing for a space-time overlap (i.e. the
contractions of Time to revert from the Earth’s Artificial Time Zone back to its Natural
Time Zone as Metatron explains it), so New Life changes can occur on the most basic
atomic and molecular levels of humanity.

When atomic and molecular structures have been aligned in the same direction of
spin and in parallel planes, a small part of the outer levels of the energy particle
components spontaneously expand into overlapping orbital motions, that engulf
whole Crystalline Grid Structures in their orbital growth. Thus, a New Threshold of
Life is Created. This Key Principle gives the Macro and Micro Models interpenetrating
themselves simultaneously!
In this transformation within mankind, human beings must sacrifice their 'I' of
individuality for the collective 'I AM' to Ascend into God’s Kingdom and surrender to
the work of the Father first, above all else. Thus, your Luminous Consciousness, your
‘I AM’ Presence, attaches Itself to the Higher Intelligence. This Projected Focus of
Light is the Pillar of Light of the Antahkarana, which connects your life, with the Life of
the Masters, Higher Intelligences, Angelic Host, and Intergalactic Emissaries of the
Light.
The Antahkarana is a Sanctifying Light Governing and Protecting the Actions of
Spiritual Decision under the most Crucial Circumstances such as this very important
focus of attention herein with the nuclear and chemical clean-ups. When one
becomes totally aligned with their ‘I AM’ Presence, there is less need to have such
discussions, for those within such Realms of Dimensionality never Create anything less
than Perfection. And that is why We give so much attention to those Whom
understand these Procedural Processes while holding all thoughts, words and actions
within the Circumference of the Pillar of Light, Antahkarana or indeed we could also
say Merkabah Forcefield.
Speaking of decision making, this seems a very good place to add an additional
reference to Ashramic Life! I wish to discuss with you very briefly any Sphere of
Influence, and the effect within that Sphere of Influence which is created as those
within the Sphere wields the Energy of decision. Usually when one thinks in terms of
their Own Sphere of Influence, they think in terms of those individuals with whom
they come in daily contact, at least those with whom they do come in contact
frequently.
This perspective is in fact very short sighted, indeed, for any Sphere of Influence
includes not only all those individuals whose consciousness is within the same State of
Growth as their own, but it includes also all of those individuals with whom they are
related, both those who are below that Sphere of Consciousness (apparently, so far as
Evolutionary Development is concerned) and those who are above their Sphere of

Consciousness (so far as Evolutionary Development is concerned) with whom they are
related via the Ray Energies. This exercise is a very clear example of the latter!
I would have everyone who reads or listens to this to ponder this more deeply. Any
Sphere of Influence includes their Ashramic Group Life, the Ray Group with which
they are affiliated on Soul Levels. It includes all those individuals within the Body of
Humanity who function on the same Personality Ray as does the Sphere. Those
within the Sphere of Influence affects all those individuals with whom they are related
via the Ray Energies. As the Group makes a decision, every action is the result of
wielding the Energy of Decision, whether that action is a contemplated, premeditated
act or whether it is a reaction which has been established within the response
mechanism by a previous intent or a previous decision, so that the activity into which
you enter in thought, in feeling, in word, and in deed, is a result of the Energy of
Decision which that Group wields, and has its effect upon all of those within the entire
Sphere of Influence.
The Disciple or Initiate learns to make a decision, or to wield the Energy of Decision, in
accordance with the Greatest Good for the Greatest number, that is, considering the
effect of this Energy upon all those who lie within that Sphere of Influence.
Remember that the Greatest Good for the Greatest number always includes every
individual concerned. It does not include the greatest number to the exclusion of a
few, but it includes the Greatest Good of EVERY individual concerned. People will
need to Learn then, to make their decisions from this perspective, from this point of
view, taking into consideration the Effect of the Energy of Decision upon ALL of those
lives which will be affected by it.
This is one of the techniques used by the Probationer Disciple as he or she is gaining
acceptance within the Ashramic Group Life, one of the techniques which he or she
applies as he or she Initiates him or herself into the Life and Affairs of the Ashramic
Group Life; that every decision that is made must be the decision of the Whole. This
will not be used by humanity as the whole until there is a Greater Understanding, a
Greater Identification with the One Life. Even non-action is a result of wielding the
Energy of Decision, for that Group has decided not to act.
I would have everyone realize one factor involved in the making of decisions to be
carried out in the physical plane of affairs. A Master sees from a certain perspective
which gives Him or Her an advantage in the making of decisions over the Disciple or
Initiate insofar as the subjective is concerned. But there are many times when the
Disciple or the Initiate is able to make a decision with greater advantage than the

Master, insofar as the physical plane of affairs is concerned. That is why, in decisions
regarding the actual movement of Intelligent Activity in the Life and Affairs, the
Master must always refrain from making the decision or unduly influencing it. As We
have All seen here in this practical example just a few days ago, where The Maha
Chohan was inspired by that of a Disciple/Initiate!
So Dear Hearts, with all this in mind above, with all the Grants and Dispensations that
the Elemental Grace Alliance has received to date, and because it is working together
as a Group Living Organism which is Over Lighted by all Seven Spheres or Rays, ANY
Decision you make effects the Whole of Humanity, Indeed All Star Nations that are
represented here! Under these conditions this is a First in the History of Mankind!
Now all this has been explained here, one can see how important all the little Step by
Step Activations that the Elemental Grace Alliance have taken to date has achieved
this, and why so many other groups upon the planet today, continue to flounder
within the consciousness of old paradigm beliefs and programming!
Moving on……….. to the ‘I AM’ Activity Students, I said this, and it applies equally to
this Group Effort;
“The need of mankind today is so great, every possible effort Life can permit, is being
made; and I know many of you have sufficient Release of Light, to understand the
Import of My Words, and that which I shall do for you now! Remember, in all which is
done, except in a few Activities of the Currents of Energy, you may, if you so determine,
undo it; because you are the Authority as to how the Currents of Energy will Act. In the
Service which has been rendered in Previous Classes in preparation for This, a few have
determined not to give obedience!
“They have made it impossible for Us to give them the Blessing, but that cannot be
helped. It is the choice of the individual; but you, today, who are understanding
sufficiently to know something of the Meaning of My Words, ‘I AM’ sure will not fail to
give the Obedience to Life; which enables This Mighty Work to go on in Its Blessing, Its
Perfecting Activity; for the Release of your America and the World from going thru the
destruction which would destroy its people.
“That is why We have brought about such Powerful Means of reaching mankind; I
want you to realize THIS is not an ordinary thing. It is a Mighty Activity of your own
Life; Calling as the ‘Call to Light,’ indicates to you, for Its Freedom, not only Calling, but
Demanding It and then putting it into Love and Service Into Action! How is it that Life
can Demand certain things now, when It never has before?

“Because of the Cosmic Dispensation which has been given. The Source of all Life to
this planet has said, the Light must expand within the people on this planet! Since This
Group of people has been chosen as the ‘Cup of Light,’ the Heart Focus for the Earth;
you who are ready to give Attention and Obedience to Life, must be those thru whom
This Light, First Expands! Its Radiance pouring forth in your Calls, touches the feeling
world and activity of others of mankind.
“It would be almost incredible, if I were to state to you mathematically, the Power with
which this ‘I AM’ Instruction does reach mankind. I mean by that, the Power of the
Momentum which you have gained within this Class, especially. When you set
ponderous machinery into action, for instance, in your electric plants for generating
the power, for heating, lighting and all electrical activity, you must have things in
order. If something is out of order, then the entire activity is held in abeyance; until it
is put into order, so the whole may go forth in BALANCED ACTIVITY.” End Excerpt
One of the most important things right now is that Individuals do not accept that any
condition, any outer appearance of a personal thing is Real; if they could Realize this,
they could find their Mighty Freedom sooner than they could believe.
It does not matter what the condition of the appearance world is! It is not a matter of
individuals or personalities! It is but a force acting through them, of which either they
are unaware; or they have something in their feeling world, which makes them an
easy instrument for its use!
The Simplicity of this, the very Simple Requirement of it, to allow the ‘I AM’ Presence
to Act, is the reason why so many people fail to quickly grasp It. The human always
tries to make things complicated, because of its lack of understanding. When the
Individual Self Realizes there is only ONE SIMPLE THING NECESSARY, and that is to
allow the Pure Energy to Flow forth to fill his or her mind, body, world and activity,
then his or her Calls are fulfilled quickly. Then, each one will know to Call the ‘I AM’
Presence into Action and make the Conscious Effort to Control the Feeling, will enable
this to be quickly done, to produce the Perfection he or she requires.
As long as ‘The mental body of most persons is so filled with complex patterns of
thought, that Truth, to reach the brain consciousness, loses its meaning as it passes
through the maze of the individual’s thinking processes’, the Heart of the Essence that
allows one to work with Divine Will, will always be overridden by the ego personality.
As long as people listen to discordant things and destructive experiences, they will
have them in their worlds. We have been holding this clarified intention repeatedly

for the Disciples and Initiates and Students alike, upon these more Simple
Requirements; so they get the Full Understanding of their own Individual
Requirements. It is necessary for ALL to do this; if they are to have the Perfection
which the ‘Presence’ wants to pour forth. Please remember, Dear Ones, your Higher
Mental Body knows absolutely everything you require. It will produce it for you;
because It has the Full Power of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence and does Wield the Full
Power to produce any Requirement in your world; but It cannot and does not produce
any destructive quality that may upset or create any further imbalances out of Its use!
This is the Foundation of this Discourse, so that All are aware that just removing
something, may not be the entire story and indeed there may be facets of these
things that are benevolent for the continued and fast tracked Evolution for Humanity
here and ultimately for All other Star Nations involved within this Divine Creation.
As you enter the Conscious Pathway, the Higher Mental Body will not release Energy
at any time to the Transmitter, who has come into the Knowledge of the ‘I AM’, to
produce any destructive quality; or which It sees in Its All-knowing Power, would be
used for destruction! When someone asks Me; How do people continue to do things
which are destructive? I reply; because of the energy already called forth which is
anchored in their worlds, and with which their feeling world is charged. When that
energy is exhausted or removed, they cannot and do not go farther in their
destructive activities. When they are exhausted or dissolved, if they do not know the
‘I AM’ Presence, they do not know how to replenish that energy. That is the lesson of
mortality over Eternal Freedom!
To summarize, I wish to say that through this Alliance before any Clean-up work that
has not yet been given the Official Authority to do so, must first determine what
remains beneficial to humanity and that which remains detrimental to the Evolving
Beyond the Evolution of the Human Race here into the New Adam/Lilith Kadmon Man
and Woman.
To close I wish to offer to all Dear Souls who wish to accept this Gift with Open Hand
and Heart!
I wish to place within the emotional bodies of Each Disciple, Initiate and Student alike,
a Violet Disc of Light the size of a small dinner plate that shall rotate at varying
speeds, drawing any discord held within the feeling world into it. This Disc shall act in
the same way as the Violet Transmuting Fire and will automatically transmute such
imbalances.

This will continue to spin Self-Sustained by the ‘I AM’ Presence, until the Full
Embodiment of the Christed Self is Achieved or the ‘I AM’ Presence’s own Discretion is
to withdraw it due to anyone who may choose ‘not to give their Obedience’!
This will take place immediately for every sincere and dedicated person who gives
their ‘I AM’ Presence their Obedience, and who will provide the necessary
opportunities to Amplify and Magnify the Transitions now upon them for the next
Levels of Their Higher God Life!
I Will also, at My Own Discretion, when his or her Resonance and Light Quotient has
expanded beyond a certain Level, Envelop each one with a Fortified Threefold Flame,
which I shall place around them, slightly larger than their physical bodies that will
offer them the recognition, acknowledgment, respect and identification of what it
feels like to Stand within such a Magnificence of the Three Fold Flame of their Own
Christed Self, or Etheric Double, as some may call it! This will provide a much easier
Reality to Visualize and Work in Alignment Be Coming One with It!
As the Manu of the 7th Root Race this is also within my Authority to Activate in the
Divine Plan to set up All Actions that will bring about the Redemption and complete
Purification of the Earth, setting all of mankind free, thereby providing a place for My
Root Race to Embody and Complete Their Evolution.
You shall remember Peter, what I told you in My Discourse with you on the 19 th July
2016. ‘Elemental Grace Alliance – The Great Divine Director – The New Gatherings
and the New Narayana Joy Akasha Sanctuaries and Temples (Pyramids) of Light 19th
July 2016’.
“I Am The Manu of the Seventh Root Race awaiting soon to enter the Earth within the
Area you call South America. May I say here that the work of the Elemental Grace
Alliance is imperative for Me to be a success, for without the Work Planned here, I will
have to postpone the Entry of the 7th Root Race. So Dear Soul, I Am fully Engaged
with All Aspects of this Alliance for ITS Success, no matter what!” End Excerpt
These are My Anniversary Contributions if you like, for as you have kept True to Your
Word in All Your Efforts, so too ‘I AM’!
Rendering The Reality of Greater Service, I Thank All of You Who have Stepped
Forward to Honour your ‘I AM’ Presence.
‘I AM’ Master Rakoczy At Your Service.

